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Abstract. This paper presents two classes of admission control schemes for embedded system applications that have real-time
constraints but with composite characteristics in request arrivals and resource requirements. First, we present admission control
tests using utilization demands to handle a mix of periodic and aperiodic tasks with deterministic execution times. The utilization
demand is defined as the processor utilization required for a task to meet its deadline with certainty, thus for deterministic deadline
guarantees. We show that the use of utilization demands eliminates the need for complicated schedulability analysis and enables
on-line admission control. Second, we present statistical admission control schemes using effective execution times to handle
stochastic execution times. Effective execution times are determined from the specified probability demanded by the application
and stochastic properties of task execution times. Every task is associated with an effective execution time and is restricted to
using processor time not exceeding its effective execution time. This scheme allows every task to meet its deadline with the
specified probability without being interfered with, and greatly simplifies the admission control when combined with utilization
demands. Our experimental results confirm the correctness of the proposed approaches. They also show that our admission tests
are very accurate to achieve high-level processor utilization.
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1. Introduction

Meeting QoS (Quality of Service) demands on em-
bedded systems is a key issue for future CPU and net-
work intensive applications. Such applications can
be found in networked QoS applications including
multimedia-supporting handheld devices, which re-
quire real-time data delivery and processing with lim-
ited resources. However, current hard real-time tech-
nologies cannot be directly applied to those QoS appli-
cations since most real-time research has put an empha-
sis on the deterministic task model [1–5] in which task
arrivals are periodic and execution times are bounded.
On the other hand, many networked QoS applications
have two distinguishing characteristics. First, proces-
sor usage patterns include both periodic and aperiodic
tasks. For example, a query for continuous multimedia
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involves periodic tasks for delivery and processing of
continuous data, and a query for static data types in-
volves aperiodic tasks. Second, task execution times
are either deterministic or stochastic,such as CBR (con-
stant bit rate) video data versus VBR (variable bit rate)
data.

In this paper, we attempt to provide deadline guar-
antees via admission control for real-time tasks. Such
deadline guarantees can be either deterministic or sta-
tistical depending on the characteristics of task exe-
cution times. When task execution times are upper
bounded and their bounds are known, deterministic
deadline guarantees can be provided so that all tasks
meet deadlines with certainty. The deterministic guar-
antee provides the highest level of deadline guarantees,
however, it may be an overly conservative approach
for some multimedia applications which are not greatly
impacted by infrequent deadline misses. This necessi-
tates statistical deadline guarantees. When task execu-
tion times are not bounded or exhibit great variability,
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a statistical approach provides probabilistic deadline
guarantees with a specified probability.

We present new admission control schemes for both
types of deadline guarantees. First, we propose an ef-
ficient admission control test, based on utilization de-
mands, to handle a mix of periodic and aperiodic tasks
with deterministic execution times. The utilization de-
mand is defined as the processor utilization required
for a task to meet its deadline. We use the utilization
demand to develop an admission test for deterministic
deadline guarantees under EDF. We show that the use
of utilization demands eliminates the need for compli-
cated schedulability analysis and enables on-line ad-
mission control.

Second, we present two statistical schemes to en-
sure that tasks meet deadlines with a specified prob-
ability. The first approach uses statistical utilization
demands which is a statistical version of utilization de-
mands. Statistical utilization demands allow us to com-
pute probabilities that tasks meet deadlines in the worst
case, thus enabling statistical deadline guarantees for
a mix of periodic and aperiodic. The shortcoming of
this approach is that it leads to computationally com-
plex algorithms since computing probabilities gener-
ally requires expensive convolution operations. The
second approach improves upon the first one using ef-
fective execution times. Effective execution times are
determined from the specified probability demanded by
the application and stochastic properties of execution
times. Every task is associated with an effective ex-
ecution time and is restricted to using processor time
not exceeding its effective execution time. If a task
consumes more processor time than its effective execu-
tion time, it is immediately discarded. This approach
allows every task to meet its deadline with the specified
probability without being interfered with, and greatly
simplifies the admission control when combined with
utilization demands.

We have implemented simulators using the proposed
admission control schemes and performed experiments
in both deterministic and statistical settings. Our ex-
perimental results show that the proposed approaches
can successfully handle a mix of periodic and aperi-
odic tasks as well as stochastic execution times. They
also show that the proposed admission tests are very
accurate to achieve high-level processor utilization.

1.1. Related work

There has been much work which has focused on
handling mixed sets of periodic and aperiodic tasks [6–

11]. The algorithms in [6–9] assume that aperiodic
tasks are soft real-time and give preferential treatment
to periodic tasks. In these approaches, aperiodic tasks
are handled at a lower priority level in the background,
or at a some fixed priority level by a special periodic task
which serves aperiodic requests with a limited capacity.
The algorithms proposed in [12,13] handle aperiodic
tasks with explicit deadlines. Also, they are known to
be optimal with regard to specific criteria, for example,
of the response time or processor utilization. However,
they not only require complete knowledge of the aperi-
odic tasks, but also have high computational complex-
ities when used on-line. In our model, all aperiodic
tasks have explicit deadlines and are scheduled by the
same scheduling policy as periodic tasks. Moreover,
our approach using utilization demands eliminates the
need for complicated schedulability analysis, requiring
low run-time overhead.

In the meantime, several researchers have worked
on non-deterministic solutions to real-time scheduling
problems with stochastic execution times. The statis-
tical rate monotonic scheduling (SRMS) in [14] is a
non-deterministic version of the classical rate mono-
tonic scheduling. Under the assumption that the accu-
rate execution time of a task is known when the task
arrives, SRMS allows one to compute the percentage of
deadline misses. Tia et al. [15] proposed two methods
to handle stochastic task execution times, probabilistic
time-demand analysis and transform-task method. The
probabilistic time-demand analysis attempts to provide
a lower bound on the probability that a periodic task
meets its deadline under fixed priority scheduling. The
probabilistic time-demand analysis is based on the no-
tion of critical instant at which the first instances in all
periodic tasks are released simultaneously. The critical
instant leads to the worst case when all tasks complete
before their deadlines, i.e., when no backlog exists.
However, it has not been proven for unbounded exe-
cution times that the critical instant is the worst case.
Another method, called transform-task method, divides
each task into a periodic task and a sporadic task. The
periodic task has the same period as the original task
and has a fixed execution time that should be chosen
such that all the periodic tasks in the system are schedu-
lable. If the actual execution time of a periodic task
is larger than the fixed execution time, the excessive
portion of the task is modeled as a sporadic task that
can be scheduled by either a sporadic server or a slack
stealing algorithm.

The key idea of our approach using effective execu-
tion times is similar to that of the transform-task method
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in that each task is associated with a fixed amount of
execution time and its processor usage is enforced ac-
cordingly. Our contribution is to give a formal def-
inition of effective execution times based on the no-
tion of statistical schedulability and to combine effec-
tive execution times with utilization demands in order
to provide an efficient, statistical version of admission
control scheme. In fact, the use of effective execution
times allows us to easily extend existing determinis-
tic scheduling algorithms and analysis techniques to
handle stochastic execution times.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we discuss our models and assumptions.
Section 3 describes schedulability tests based on uti-
lization demands for periodic and aperiodic tasks with
bounded execution times. Section 4 describes two
classes of statistical approaches, one with statistical uti-
lization demands and the other with effective execution
times. Section 5 describes simulation results to eval-
uate the proposed approaches. Section 6 summarizes
our results and discusses future research directions.

2. Models and assumptions

Consider a set of aperiodic tasks Q = {τ1, τ2, . . . ,
τi, . . .} where tasks are in arrival order, i.e., τi arrives
earlier than τi+1. We use Q(t) ⊂ Q to denote the
current set of tasks that have been admitted by t and
have not completed by t. Every aperiodic task τ i ∈ Q
has an arrival time Ai and a relative deadline di that is
defined from its arrival time. The absolute deadline D i

of τi is then given by Di = Ai + di. Task τi also has
an execution time requirement. If its execution time
is bounded from above, then its least upper bound is
denoted by ei. Otherwise, we use e∗i to represent the
execution time as an independent random variable. We
assume that the probability density function (pdf) of e ∗

i

is known, and it is denoted by gei(e).
We use similar notation for periodic tasks. Periodic

task τ̃i with period T̃i can be considered as an infi-
nite sequence of aperiodic requests. Such aperiodic re-
quests are referred to as periodic task instances which
are denoted by τ̃i,j . Each periodic task instance τ̃i,j

has a common relative deadline d̃i which is equal to its
period, i.e., d̃i = T̃i. We use Ãi to denote the arrival
time of τ̃i, and R̃i to denote the start time of the pe-
riod of τ̃i when τ̃i is accepted. We often refer to R̃i as
release time. Unless noted explicitly, we will assume
that the period of τ̃i starts immediately after Ãi, i.e.,
R̃i = Ãi. Using release time R̃i, the absolute deadline

D̃i,j of τ̃i,j is computed by D̃i,j = R̃i +(j−1)T̃i + d̃i.
Finally, each periodic task instance τ̃i,j has also an ex-
ecution time requirement. If the execution time of τ̃ i,j

is upper bounded for all j, then the least upper bound
is denoted by ẽi. Otherwise, we use ẽ∗i,j to represent
its execution time as an independent random variable.
We assume that all random variables ẽ∗

i,j are identically
distributed according to the same probability density
function gẽi(e). Appendix IV summarizes the notation
used throughout this paper.

In our discussions, we assume a simple system ar-
chitecture that consists of an admission controller, ad-
mit queues, and a task scheduler, as in Fig. 1. The ad-
mission controller, through admit or reject, is responsi-
ble for ensuring that the system can provide promised
deadline guarantees for all tasks accepted. Every ad-
mitted task is then put into an appropriate admit queue
depending on its type. There are two separate queues,
one for aperiodic tasks and the other for periodic tasks.
The task scheduler then chooses the admitted task with
the highest priority, and allocates processor to it. This
simple architecture allows us to consider a wide variety
of models for embedded system operation and config-
uration.

The scheduling algorithm considered here is earliest
deadline first (EDF) [1]. EDF was selected for two rea-
sons. First, EDF is known to be optimal for determinis-
tic deadline guarantees in the sense that it can schedule
any task set which is schedulable by any other algo-
rithm. Even though optimality of EDF has not been
proven in a statistical environment, it still serves as a
benchmark for other scheduling algorithms. Second,
the EDF algorithm allows for utilization-based schedu-
lability tests which incur little run-time overhead. Un-
der EDF, if the utilization of a task set does not exceed
one, then the set is schedulable. In the next section,
we will show that the utilization-based test and our uti-
lization demand analysis can be combined successfully
into an integrated schedulability test.

3. Deterministic admission control

In this section we introduce the notion of utilization
demands and present schedulability tests for determin-
istic deadline guarantees. We first define utilization de-
mands for aperiodic tasks, and derive a necessary and
sufficient schedulability test for them. We then extend
utilization demands for a mixed set of aperiodic and pe-
riodic tasks. Throughout this section, we assume that
the execution time of every task τi is upper-bounded by
its worst-case execution time ei.
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Fig. 1. System architecture composed of an admission controller, admit queues, and a task scheduler.
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Fig. 2. Residual execution time and lead time.

3.1. Utilization demands for aperiodic tasks

Consider a set of independentaperiodic tasks Q(t) =
{τ1, τ2, . . . , τi, . . .} processed by a work-conserving
EDF scheduler. We associate each task τi ∈ Q(t) with
two dynamic variables, residual execution time e i,t and
lead time di,t. At time t, the residual execution time
ei,t represents the maximum remaining processor time
required to complete τi, and the lead time di,t represents
the difference between its absolute deadline D i and the
current time t [16], i.e., Di − t.

Residual execution times and lead times provide us
sufficient information in determining the schedulability
of τi ∈ Q(t). For instance, suppose that τk is the
highest priority task in Q(t) and no other higher priority
tasks will arrive until the completion of τk. At any time
t in the interval between the arrival and completion of
τk, we can say that τk is schedulable if and only if
ek,t � dk,t. Figure 2 illustrates this pictorially.

We now define utilization demands using residual
execution times and lead times. Formally, utilization
demand UQ(t)(τi) is defined for τi ∈ Q(t) as the pro-
cessor time required to meet its deadline divided by its
lead time. If the task τi is the highest priority task in
Q(t), the utilization demand UQ(t)(τi) is simply repre-
sented by ei,t

di,t
. It is obvious that τi is schedulable if and

only if UQ(t)(τi) � 1 since it has the same meaning as
ei,t � di,t except for the case of di,t = 0. However,
in the general case where τi is not the highest priority
task in Q(t), we need to consider its higher-priority
tasks. Since τi can run only after the higher-priority
tasks complete, UQ(t)(τi) should also include residual

execution times of higher-priority tasks in its numera-
tor. Let Q(t, ed(t′)) ⊂ Q(t) be the set of tasks whose
absolute deadlines are no later than the time t ′. We
define the utilization demand of τi by

UQ(t)(τi)
def=

∑
τj∈Q(t,ed(Di))

ej,t

di,t
. (1)

The following theorem shows that the schedulabil-
ity analysis using Eq. (1) is a necessary and sufficient
condition for an aperiodic task set.

Theorem 3.1. Aperiodic task set Q(t) is schedulable
by a work-conserving EDF scheduler if and only if

UQ(t)(τi) � 1 (2)

for any τi ∈ Q(t).

Proof. We consider the “if” part first. Let fi be the
worst case finish time of τi ∈ Q(t). Since the scheduler
is work-conserving, the finish time fi will be current
time plus the sum of residual execution times of higher
priority tasks including τi’s execution time. Therefore,

fi = t +
∑

τj∈Q(t,ed(Di))

ej,t

= t + di,t · UQ(t)(τi)

= t + (Di − t) · UQ(t)(τi).

Since UQ(t)(τi) � 1,

t + (Di − t) · UQ(t)(τi) � t + (Di − t)

� Di.

Next, we consider the “only if” part. The proof is by
contradiction. We assume that all the tasks in Q(t) =
{τ1, . . . , τi, . . . , τn} are schedulable and there exists
τi ∈ Q(t) such that UQ(t)(τi) > 1. It immediately
follows that

fi = t +
∑

τj∈Q(t,ed(Di))

ej,t

= t + (Di − t) · UQ(t)(τi)

> t + (Di − t) = Di.
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Fig. 3. Utilization demand as a function of time.

This contradicts the assumption that Q(t) is schedula-
ble. �

It is important to note that the schedulability of
τi ∈ Q(t) does not imply the schedulability of τi ∈ Q.
This is because Q(t) does not take into account fu-
ture tasks that may be admitted after t. Therefore, the
schedulability test Eq. (2) is valid only until the next
arrival time of a new task. This necessitates testing
of schedulability at every task arrival. Figure 3 illus-
trates the utilization demand UQ(t)(τi) as a function of
time with several admissions and completions of τi’s
higher-priority tasks. When a new higher-priority task
is admitted UQ(t)(τi) jumps up, and when a higher-
priority task completes UQ(t)(τi) jumps down. More-
over, we can see that if UQ(t)(τi) is less than one at
t, UQ(t)(τi) decreases until the next arrival time. Oth-
erwise, UQ(t)(τi) can increase unboundedly. Thus, to
check if τi ∈ Q is schedulable, it suffices to show
UQ(t)(τi) � 1 at every arrival time until τi completes.

3.2. Utilization demands for periodic tasks

Consider a periodic task set P = {τ̃1, τ̃2, . . . , τ̃N}.
Basically, all instances of periodic tasks can be consid-
ered as aperiodic tasks. That is, a periodic task instance
τ̃i,j can be regarded as an aperiodic task τk that has
arrival time Ak = Ãi+(j−1)T̃i and deadline dk = T̃i.
This interpretation gives a possibility to apply utiliza-
tion demands to periodic tasks. In general, periodic set
P can be associated with an aperiodic set QP which
consists of all task instances generated by P . We refer
to this aperiodic task set QP as pseudo-aperiodic set of
P . Note that P is schedulable if and only if all the tasks
in QP are schedulable. Thus, the use of QP allows us
to treat periodic tasks and aperiodic tasks in a similar
manner.

However, there is a major difference between
pseudo-aperiodic set QP and ordinary aperiodic set Q.
Pseudo-aperiodic set QP allows the complete knowl-
edge of future task arrivals after current time t and ad-
mission for every such task must be guaranteed. To rep-
resent utilization demands for such pseudo-aperiodic
tasks, we introduce a more general concept of utiliza-
tion demand that is defined over a given time interval.
Let Q(t, t′) ⊂ Q be the set of tasks that are admit-
ted in the interval between t and t′ including the tasks
of Q(t). We will often use Q(t,∞) to include both
current tasks that have not completed by t and future
tasks that will be admitted after t. We now define the
utilization demand for τi ∈ Q(t, t′) by

UQ(t,t′)(τi)
def=

∑
τj∈Q((t,t′),ed(Di))

ej,t

Di − t
(3)

where Q((t, t′), ed(Di)) ⊂ Q(t, t′) represents the set
of tasks whose absolute deadlines are no later than D i.
The above definition provides a more general schedu-
lability condition as below.

Theorem 3.2. Aperiodic task set Q(t, t′) is schedulable
by a work-conserving EDF scheduler if

UQ(t,t′)(τi) � 1 (4)

for any τi ∈ Q(t, t′).
Theorem 3.2 is useful because of its generality since

it applies to arbitrary task sets including ordinary ape-
riodic sets Q and pseudo-aperiodic sets QP . It is suf-
ficient to let Q(t, t′) = Q(t) for the purpose of ad-
mission control of ordinary aperiodic tasks, thus The-
orem 3.2 reduces to Theorem 3.1. On the other hand,
the schedulability of pseudo-aperiodic set QP can be
guaranteed by ensuring that UQP (t,∞)(τi) � 1 for all
τi ∈ QP (t,∞) at any time t. This schedulability con-
dition for QP can be compared to the Liu and Layland’s
EDF condition for P described by

UP =
∑
τ̃i∈P

ẽi

T̃i

� 1. (5)

In fact, we can show that UQP (t,∞)(τi) � UP for all
τi ∈ QP (t,∞) at any time t if UP � 1. We postpone
the proof of this result to Appendix 1.

3.3. Schedulability condition for a mixed task set

We now apply utilization demands to a mixed set of
periodic and aperiodic tasks. Let S be the union set
of ordinary aperiodic set Q and pseudo-aperiodic set
QP , i.e., S = Q ∪ QP . Based on Theorem 3.2, we
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can guarantee the schedulability of S(t,∞) by ensur-
ing that the utilization demand US(t,∞)(τi) � 1 for all
τi ∈ S(t,∞) at any time t. In fact, this schedulabil-
ity test is not realizable since we have to compute uti-
lization demands for an infinite number of tasks in the
unbounded set S(t,∞).

Theorem 3.2 can be refined for the mixed set S by
using a busy period model. Specifically, the busy pe-
riod model allows the utilization demand US(t,∞)(τi)
to be decomposed into two separate parts, an aperi-
odic contribution by Q(t) and a periodic contribution
by QP (t,∞). Since Eqs (4) and (5) permits schedula-
bility tests for individual Q and QP , respectively, the
decomposition leads to a realizable schedulability test.

A busy period is a time interval in which the proces-
sor is busy and no idle time points exist. Busy periods
are often defined with respect to a given whole set S,
and such busy periods are called here level-0 busy pe-
riods. On the other hand, we can also consider imag-
inary busy periods for the subsets of S. Consider a
subset S((t,∞), ed(Di)) ⊂ S for a given task τi ∈ S.
With respect to S((t,∞), ed(Di)), we can define busy
periods in which only τi and its higher priority tasks
in S are processed. We call such busy periods level-τi

busy periods. Figure 4 illustrates level-0 busy periods
and level-τi busy periods. In Fig. 4, the grey areas rep-
resent the execution of tasks whose absolute deadlines
are later than Di and the black areas represent the ex-
ecution of tasks whose absolute deadlines are no later
than Di.

We choose one among level-τi busy periods such
that the arrival time Ai of τi is included in the busy
period. Let bi be the beginning of the chosen one.
Then, the utilization demand of τi ∈ S over the chosen
busy period is given by

US(bi,Di)(τi) =

∑
τj∈S((bi,Di),ed(Di))

ej

Di − bi
. (6)

In the above equation, we could use ej instead
of residual execution time ej,t since no tasks in
S((bi, Di), ed(Di)) could have started its execution
before bi. This also implies that all the tasks in
S((bi, Di), ed(Di)) arrive in the level-τi busy period.

The following lemma is an intermediate result and
shows that it is sufficient to consider only busy periods
for the purpose of schedulability tests.

Lemma 3.3. Given a mixed set S = Q∪QP , S(t,∞)
is schedulable by a work-conserving EDF scheduler if

US(bi,Di)(τi) � 1 (7)

for any τi ∈ S(t,∞).

Proof. See Appendix 2. �

We proceed with US(bi,Di)(τi) in Lemma 3.3 to de-
compose it into a periodic contribution and an aperi-
odic contribution. Note that we have arbitrarily chosen
τi from S(t,∞) and we want to guarantee the schedu-
lability for any such one. The following decompo-
sition is then conservatively performed to ensure the
schedulability of τi regardless of its choice. For any
τi ∈ S(t,∞) at any time t, it follows that

US(bi,Di)(τi) =

∑
τj∈S((bi,Di),ed(Di))

ej

Di − bi (8)

=

∑
τj∈QP ((bi,Di),ed(Di))

ej

Di − bi

+

∑
τj∈Q((bi,Di),ed(Di))

ej

Di − bi
(9)

= Upc + Uac (10)

where Upc =

∑
τj∈QP ((bi,Di),ed(Di))

ej

Di−bi
and Uac =∑

τj∈Q((bi,Di),ed(Di))
ej

Di−bi
.

We first show that the periodic contribution can be
reduced into a simple form using UP =

∑
τ̃j∈P

ẽj

T̃j
.

Let τp be the task that has the latest absolute deadline
among QP ((bi, Di), ed(Di)). Note again that τi may
be in either QP ((bi, Di), ed(Di) or Q((bi, Di), ed(Di)
since we have arbitrarily chosen τi in S(t,∞). In the
case of τi ∈ QP ((bi, Di), ed(Di)), then τi = τp and
Di = Dp. Otherwise, τi �= τp and Dp � Di. In either
case, we can write

Upc =

∑
τj∈QP ((bi,Di),ed(Di))

ej

Di − bi
(11)

�
∑

τj∈QP ((bi,Dp),ed(Dp)) ej

Dp − bi
(12)

Using the periodicity of tasks in P , all the tasks of
QP ((bi, Dp), ed(Dp)) can be determined for the worst
case. For any τ̃k ∈ P , �(Dp−bi)/T̃k� is the maximum
number of its requests that arrive in the interval [b i, Dp]
and have deadlines no later than Di. Thus, it follows
that

Upc �
∑

τ̃j∈P �(Dp − bi)/T̃j�ẽj

Dp − bi
(13)

�
∑
τ̃j∈P

ẽj

T̃j

= UP (14)
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Fig. 4. Level-0 busy periods and level-τi busy period.

We next consider the aperiodic contribution Uac.
Similarly, let τq be the task that has the latest absolute
deadline among Q((bi, Di), ed(Di)). It immediately
follows that

Uac =

∑
τj∈Q((bi,Di),ed(Di))

ej

Di − bi
(15)

�
∑

τj∈Q((bi,Dq),ed(Dq)) ej

Dq − bi
(16)

= UQ(bi,Dq)(τq)

The above result includes bi which depends on the
choice of τi from S(t,∞). We want to eliminate bi

in Eq. (17) to determine the upper bound of U ac, inde-
pendent of the choice of τi. To do so, we use a level-
0 period. Consider a level-0 period that contains the
time point bi. It is easy to see that there always exists
only one such a level-0 busy period. Let B(t) be the
beginning of the chosen level-0 busy period. Clearly,
B(t) � bi and bi is one of arrival times of tasks that are
admitted in the interval [B(t), t]. Thus, the upper bound
of Uac can be determined by computing UQ(Aj ,Dq)(τq)
at every arrival time of τj ∈ S(B(t), t).

Uac � max{UQ(Aj ,Dq)(τq)||τj
(17)

∈ S(B(t), t)}.
The following theorem summarizes our results and

also shows that it is sufficient to consider only the ape-
riodic tasks that arrive in the interval [Aj , Di]. Let
Q(Aj , Di) − Q(Aj) be the set of tasks that arrive in
the interval [Aj , Di].

Theorem 3.4. Given a mixed set S = Q∪QP , S(t,∞)
is schedulable by a work-conserving EDF scheduler if
the following condition holds for any τ i ∈ Q(t).

Umax
ac + UP � 1 (18)

where Umax
ac = max{UQ(Aj,Di)−Q(Aj)(τi) || τj ∈

Q((B(t), t))}.

Proof. See Appendix 3. �

Using Theorem 3.4 one can easily determine the
schedulability for a mixed task set at run-time. From
an implementation point of view, the system has only
to maintain a very small data structure for the current
aperiodic set Q(t) and periodic set P . Specifically, the
system needs to compute at run-time U max

ac and UP ,
which involves arrival times Ai and execution times ei

for aperiodic set Q(t), and periods T̃i and execution
times ẽi for periodic set P . The algorithm for the
admission control has a run time of O(n2) where n is
the size of current set S(t).

4. Statistical admission control

In this section, we present two classes of admission
control schemes to provide statistical deadline guaran-
tees. The first one uses statistical utilization demands
which is a statistical version of utilization demands.
Statistical utilization demands allows us to easily de-
velop schedulability tests in a similar way to what we
have done in Section III, but requires a computation-
ally complex algorithm. The second scheme associates
each task with a fixed amount of processor time, effec-
tive execution time, that would be allocated to the task.
It discards any task whose processor usage exceeds its
allocated processor time. We combine effective ex-
ecution times and utilization demands to develop ef-
fective utilization demands which greatly simplify the
admission control.

Throughout this section, we assume that execution
times of tasks τi are independent random variables de-
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noted by e∗i . We also assume that the probability den-
sity function (pdf) of e∗

i is known by the time Ai at
which τi arrives, and it is denoted by gei(e). Let ealloc

i,t

be the processor time allocated to τi by t. The residual
execution time e∗i,t is then defined as e∗i,t = e∗i − ealloc

i,t .
Thus, residual execution times e∗

i,t are also independent
random variables. In general, the probability density
function of e∗i,t can be obtained from the knowledge of
gei(e) and ealloc

i,t .

4.1. Statistical utilization demands

A statistical approach allows for infrequent dead-
line misses but ensures that tasks meet their deadlines
with a specified probability. Specifically, probabilistic
deadline guarantee is provided in the form of

Pr(fi � Di) � 1 − ε (19)

where ε is generally small, e.g., ε = 0.01. Here we
call ε deadline miss probability. We formally define
the statistical version of schedulability as below.

Definition 4.1. If the probability that an aperiodic task
τi meets its deadline is equal to or greater than 1− ε, τi

is said to be statistically schedulable with probability
1 − ε

Consider an aperiodic task τi ∈ Q(t, t′). The prob-
ability that τi meets its deadline can be stated as

Pr(fi � Di)

= Pr(t +
∑

τj∈Q((t,t′),ed(Di))

e∗j,Ai
� Di) (20)

= Pr(

∑
τj∈Q((t,t′),ed(Di))

e∗j,Ai

Di − t
� 1) (21)

Equation (21) immediately motivates us to develop
statistical utilization demands as below.

U∗
Q(t,t′)(τi)

def=

∑
τj∈Q((t,t′),ed(Di))

e∗j,t
Di − t

. (22)

The statistical utilization demand U ∗
(·)(τi) differs from

the utilization demand U(·)(τi) in that it involves ran-
dom variables e∗i,t instead of ei,t and itself is also a
random variable. Using statistical utilization demand
U∗

(·)(τi), we can write

Pr(fi � Di) = Pr(U∗
Q(t)(τi) � 1). (23)

Thus, it is straightforward to derive statistical ver-
sions of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.3

Theorem 4.1. Aperiodic task set Q(t, t′) is statistically
schedulable with probability1−ε by a work-conserving
EDF scheduler if

Pr(U∗
Q(t,t′)(τi) � 1) � 1 − ε (24)

for any τi ∈ Q(t, t′).

Lemma 4.2. Given a mixed set S = Q∪QP , S(t,∞)
is statistically schedulable with probability 1 − ε by a
work-conserving EDF scheduler if

Pr(U∗
S(bi,Di)

(τi) � 1) � 1 − ε (25)

for any τi ∈ S(t, t′).
Here, we can decompose U ∗

S(bi,Di)
(τi) in a similar

way to what we have done in Section 3. Let U ∗
pc and U ∗

ac

be random variables which represent a periodic contri-
bution and an aperiodic contribution to U ∗

S(bi,Di)
(τi),

respectively.

U∗
S(bi,Di)

(τi) = U∗
pc + U∗

ac (26)

where

U∗
pc �

∑
τ̃j∈P

ẽ∗j
T̃j

and (27)

U∗
ac �

∑
τj∈Q((bi,Dq),sd(τq)) e∗j

Dq − bi
(28)

= U∗
Q(bi,Dq)(τq).

Let U∗
P be the statistical utilization

∑
τ̃j∈P

ẽ∗
j

T̃j
. We can

obtain the following schedulability condition by using
Theorem 3.4.

Theorem 4.3. Given a mixed set S = Q∪QP , S(t,∞)
is schedulable by a work-conserving EDF scheduler if
the following condition holds for any τ i ∈ Q(t).

Pr(U∗
Q(Aj ,Di)−Q(Aj)

(τi) + U∗
P � 1)

(29)
� 1 − ε

for all Aj of τj ∈ Q((B(t), t), ed(Di)).
By setting Q = φ in Theorem 4.3, we can derive a

statistical schedulability condition for periodic task set
P .

Corollary 4.4. Periodic task set P is schedulable by a
work-conserving EDF scheduler if the following con-
dition holds for any τi ∈ Q(t).

Pr(U∗
P � 1) � 1 − ε. (30)
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Applying the above results to admission control re-
quires computing probabilities at run-time. We can
compute the desired probabilities by convolving the
sum of random variables, since task execution times
are statistically independent and every desired proba-
bility is represented by a sum of random variables. For
instance, the probability in Eq.(29) can be rewritten as
below.

Pr(U∗
Q(bi,Dq)(τq) � 1) (31)

= Pr(

∑
τj∈Q((bi,Dq),ed(Dq)) e∗j

Dq − bi
� 1) (32)

=
1

Dq − bi

∫ Dq−bi

0

gej (e) ∗ . . . ∗ gek
(e)de (33)

where convolutions are performed for all τ j ∈
Q((bi, Dq), ed(Dq)) and gej (e) is the pdf of e∗j for
τj ∈ Q((bi, Dq), ed(Dq)).

In fact, the admission control using Eq. (33) results
in a computationally complex algorithm since it in-
volves expensive convolution operations. For instance,
the computational complexity of convolution g ∗ h is
known to be O(n2) where n is the number of points in
discretized functions of g and h. Although the run-time
overhead can be reduced if we use FFT (Fast Fourier
Transform) [18], the algorithm still requires O(nlog2n)
for g ∗ h. Our next approach eliminates the need for
convolutions by taking advantage of effective execu-
tion times, thus enabling efficient on-line admission
control.

4.2. Effective utilization demands

Our second approach improves upon the first ap-
proach by using effective execution times. Every task is
associated with a particular amount of processor time,
called effective execution time, and the admission con-
trol is performed using effective execution times. If any
task overruns its effective execution time, it is immedi-
ately discarded. By overrun, we mean that a task con-
sumes more processor time than its effective execution
time.

The objective of preventing task overruns is to iso-
late tasks from one another. Under this scheme, every
task can independently receive processor time up to the
amount of its effective execution time. Thus, the prob-
ability that a task meets its deadline is not adversely
affected by other tasks. If we choose appropriate val-
ues for effective execution times for a given bound ε,
tasks can be statistically schedulable with probability

1 − ε. To choose the minimal processor time required
for a given bound, we can define the effective execution
time eε

i of τi as a function of the required deadline miss
probability ε and probability density function g ei(e).∫ eε

0

gei(x)dx = 1 − ε. (34)

Clearly, discarding overrun tasks has the implication
that execution times are forced to be bounded. This
enforcement needs extra run-time support from the un-
derlying system. The system has to watch the amount
of allocated processor time for each task τi ∈ S(t) and
discard overrun tasks. Despite this overhead, the great
benefit of preventing task overruns is that it allows us
to integrate effective execution times and the determin-
istic techniques we developed in Section III. Using ef-
fective execution times, we define effective utilization
demand U ∗

Q(t,t′)(τi) by

Uε
Q(t,t′)(τi)

def=

∑
τj∈Q((t,t′),ed(Di))

eε
j,t

Di − t
(35)

where eε
j,t = eε

j,t − ealloc
j,t .

Based on the above definition, the following theorem
provides a statistical version of schedulability condition
for a mixed set.

Theorem 4.5. Given a mixed set S = Q∪QP , S(t,∞)
is schedulable by a work-conserving EDF scheduler if
the following condition holds for any τ i ∈ Q(t).

Uε,max
ac + Uε

P � 1 (36)

where U ε,max
ac = max{Uε

Q(Aj ,Di)−Q(Aj)
(τi) || τj ∈

Q((B(t), t))} and U ε
P =

∑
τ̃j∈P

ẽε
j

T̃j
.

In many applications, it may be unnecessarily strin-
gent to discard overrun tasks. If the system is not over-
loaded, it is often advantageous to allow an overrun
task as long as its further execution does not interfere
with other admitted tasks. There are two other possibil-
ities for handling overruns without affecting statistical
guarantees for other admitted tasks. The first one is
to give second chances to overrun tasks. Under this,
the overrun task, whether it is periodic or aperiodic, is
treated as a new aperiodic task. This task can receive
processor time if it passes a new admission test. The
other one is to provide utilization slack.

The use of utilization slack is similar to the idea of
slack stealing [8,12]. By Theorem 4.5, we can deter-
mine utilization slack and estimate available processor
time for an overrun task. The following corollary im-
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Fig. 5. Deterministic admission control for aperiodic task sets.

mediately follows from Theorem 4.5 and shows how to
estimate available processor time.

Corollary 4.6. Given a mixed setS = Q∪QP , S(t,∞)
and a work-conserving EDF scheduler, suppose that
τi ∈ S(t,∞) overruns at time t. Let eslack

i (t) be the
available processor time for τi such that every task τj ∈
S(t,∞) is statistically schedulable with probability1−
ε. The available processor time eslack

i (t) satisfies the
following

eslack
i (t) � di,t · (1 − Uε,max

ac − Uε
P ). (37)

where U ε,max
ac = max{Uε

Q(Aj,Di)−Q(Aj)
(τi) || τj ∈

Q((B(t), t))} and U ε
P =

∑
τ̃j∈P

ẽε
j

T̃j
.

5. Experimental evaluation

In this section, we present a series of simulations to
show the efficacy of the proposed admission control
approaches. We first describe the experiment setup in-
cluding the choice of a performance metric. We then
present experimental results for deterministic and sta-
tistical admission control schemes using utilization de-
mands and effective execution times, respectively.

5.1. Experiment setup

The aim of our experiments was to provide a perfor-
mance evaluation of the proposed approaches as well
as a check on their correctness. Processor utilization
was the major performance metric used in our experi-
ments. For each simulation, we measured the processor
utilization and compared it to the input workload that
represents the demanded processor utilization by arti-
ficially generated tasks. Note that an ideal admission
controller could yield almost the same processor uti-
lization as the demanded processor utilization as long
as the demanded utilization does not exceed 100%.

We implemented a simulator of the simple architec-
ture described in Fig. 1, which consists of an admission
controller, admit queues, and a task scheduler. We also
implemented a task generator that provides the simu-
lator with input workloads by generating periodic and
aperiodic tasks.

Task parameters can be specified either for a deter-
ministic simulation environment or a statistical simula-
tion environment. The parameter setting for the deter-
ministic environment was as follows.

– Arrivals: Interarrival times for aperiodic tasks
were generated from an exponential distribution
with a specified average. Periods of periodic tasks
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Fig. 6. Deterministic admission control for mixed sets of periodic and aperiodic tasks.

were generated from a uniform distribution be-
tween 10 and 20

– Deadlines: Relative deadlines of aperiodic tasks
were generated from a uniform distribution be-
tween 10 and 20. Relative deadlines of periodic
tasks were set equal to their periods.

– Execution times: Worst-case execution times of
tasks were chosen to be less than their relative
deadlines from the range (0, 20]. The chosen
worst-case execution times were also used as ac-
tual execution times.

The statistical simulation environment used the same
parameter setting as the deterministic environment ex-
cept for execution times. In order to investigate how
probability distributions of execution times affect the
performance of our admission control schemes, we
used normal distributions with various pairs of mean
and standard deviation.

5.2. Deterministic admission control using utilization
demands

The results for deterministic admission control can
be summarized by the following. First, the processor
utilization was very close to the demanded processor
utilization in most cases as long as the demanded pro-
cessor utilization did not exceed one. This indicates

that our admission control tests were very accurate to
achieve processor utilization as high as possible. Sec-
ond, the achievable processor utilization deteriorates if
tasks have tight deadlines compared to their execution
times. We could capture the tightness of deadline by
ei

di
, which is often called density. Figure 5 shows the

results with various density values.
Figure 5 compares processor utilization to input

workload for three task sets, each of which consists
of 1000 aperiodic tasks. Each task set has a differ-
ent average density. The average values are 0.1, 0.2,
and 0.4, respectively. As shown in the figure, higher
density gives low processor utilization. The reason is
that tasks with high density values contribute more to
the utilization demand U max

ac than the tasks with low
density values. Thus, the admission controller is more
likely to reject tasks that have high density values.

Figure 6 shows our second results for mixed sets,
each of which consists of 1000 aperiodic tasks and 5
periodic tasks. The figure draws some representative
results with various values of periodic task utilization
UP = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and shows that no task misses
its deadline in any case. This confirms that the pro-
posed approach can successfully handle a mixed set of
periodic and aperiodic tasks.
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5.3. Statistical admission control using effective
execution times

We now consider the results for statistical admission
control using effective execution times. In our pre-
liminary experiments, we found that the characteristics
of execution time distributions have a strong impact
on the performance of the proposed admission control
scheme. To investigate this, we generated execution
times using normal distributions with various mean and
standard deviations, and measured the processor uti-
lization for each specific probability distribution. Here,
we defined the demanded processor utilization using ef-
fective execution times instead of worst-case execution
times.

Figure 7 shows the results for three mixed sets
S1, S2, and S3, each of which consists of 5 peri-
odic tasks and 10,000 aperiodic tasks. The deadline
miss probability was set to be ε = 0.1 for all the
tasks. For periodic tasks, a common normal distribu-
tion N(µ = 2, σ = 0.5) was used to generate their
execution times so that U ε

P = 0.4 for the three mixed
sets. For aperiodic tasks, three different normal distri-
butions, N(µ = 3, σ = 0.76), N(µ = 3, σ = 1.26),
and N(µ = 3, σ = 1.76) were used to generate their
execution times for S1, S2, and S3, respectively. This

gave us three effective execution times, 3.97, 4.61, and
5.26 for S1, S2, and S3 respectively. As shown in
the figure, high standard deviation leads to low proces-
sor utilization. The reason is that high standard devia-
tion gives high effective execution times which have a
strong negative impact on the effective utilization de-
mand U ε,max. That is, tasks with high effective exe-
cution times are more likely to be rejected. Since all
the tasks had the same average execution times, achiev-
able processor utilization deteriorates when the execu-
tion times have a high standard deviation. Figure 8
shows the similar results with different normal distri-
butions N(µ = 2, σ = 2.04), N(µ = 3, σ = 1.26),
and N(µ = 4, σ = 0.48).

6. Conclusion

Our major contributions include two classes of ad-
mission control schemes using utilization demands and
effective execution times. First, we have presented a
novel schedulability analysis using utilization demands
which can be applied to a mix of periodic and aperi-
odic tasks with deterministic execution times. We have
shown that the algorithm for this analysis requires a
very small data structure and incurs low run-time over-
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head, and thus it enables an efficient on-line admission
control. Second, we have presented an efficient statisti-
cal scheme based on effective execution times and over-
run handling. By preventing overruns, effective exe-
cution times allow tasks to meet their deadlines with a
specified probability without being interfered with. We
have shown that the statistical admission control can
be greatly simplified by using effective utilization de-
mands which are a combination of effective execution
times and utilization demands.

There are several future research directions. First,
we could extend the deterministic admission control
scheme based on utilization demands for fixed priority
scheduling algorithms such as rate monotonic (RM) al-
gorithm. Second, we could evaluate a tradeoff between
various, often conflicting factors. For instance, dead-
line miss probability might have a strong influence on
the achievable processor utilization. Although we have
not considered this problem in this paper, the results
presented here will be useful in such an evaluation.
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Appendix 1

Since UQP (t,t′)(τi) is maximum when t = bi and
t′ = Di, it suffices to show that UQP (bi,Di)(τi) � UP .
It immediately follows from Eqs (11), (12), (13), and
(14).

UQP (bi,Di)(τi) =

∑
τj∈QP ((bi,Di),ed(Di))

ej

Di − bi

�
∑

τj∈QP ((bi,Dp),ed(Dp)) ej

Dp − bi

�
∑

τ̃j∈P �(Dp − bi)/T̃j�ẽj

Dp − bi

�
∑
τ̃j∈P

ẽj

T̃j

= UP
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Appendix 2: Proof of Lemma 3.3

The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3.1. Let
fi be the worst case finish time of τi ∈ S(t,∞). Since
the scheduler is work-conserving, the finish time f i

will be no later than bi plus the sum of execution times
of higher priority tasks including τi’s execution time.
Note that there can be more than one busy periods in
the interval [bi, Di]. Such cases mean that τi completes
in the first busy period since the processor is work-
conserving. This indicates that some of higher priority
tasks in S((bi, Di), ed(Di)) do not interfere with τi,
thus fi < bi +

∑
τj∈S((bi,Di),ed(Di))

ej . If there exists
only one busy period in the interval [b i, Di], fi will be
exactly the same as bi +

∑
τj∈S((bi,Di),ed(Di))

ej . In
either case, we can write

fi � bi +
∑

τj∈S((bi,Di),ed(Di))

ej

� bi + (Di − bi) · US((bi,Di))(τi).

Since US((bi,Di))(τi) � 1,

fi � bi + (Di − bi)

� Di.

This completes the proof. �

Note that the converse is not true in Lemma 3.3.
We can show this by producing a counter example.
Suppose that there are more than one busy periods in
the interval [bi, Di]. As mentioned above, this means
that fi < Di. Further suppose that higher priority tasks
arrive after fi and the sum of their execution times is
greater than Di − bi. This leads to US(bi,Di)(τi) > 1,
but τi is schedulable.

Appendix 3: Proof of Theorem 3.4

Let Umax
ac be max{UQ(Aj ,Dq)(τq)||τj ∈ S((B(t),

t))}. It follows from Eqs (10), (14), and Eq. (18) that
S(t,∞) is schedulable if Umax

ac + UP � 1.
Here, we can refine max{UQ(Aj ,Dq)(τq) || τj ∈

S((B(t), t))} in two respects. First, periodic task ar-
rivals do not affect the upper bound U max

ac . Second,
Q((Aj , Dq), ed(Dq)) in Ineq.(18) should not contain
the tasks that arrive before Aj since we only need to
consider candidates for bi which is the beginning of
busy period. Thus, it is sufficient to consider only
the tasks that arrive in the interval [Aj , Di] when we
compute UQ(Aj,Dq)(τq).

Appendix 4: Summary of notations

Notation Meaning

Q Set of aperiodic tasks
Q(t) Set of aperiodic tasks that have been

admitted
by t and have not completed by t

Q(t, t′) Set of tasks that are admitted in the interval
between t and t′ including the tasks of Q(t)

P Set of periodic tasks
QP Pseudo-aperiodic set of P
QP (t, t′) Subset of pseudo-aperiodic set QP

corresponding to Q(t, t′)
S Mixed set of periodic and aperiodic tasks

(= Q ∪ QP )
S(t, t′) Q(t, t′) ∪ QP (t, t′)
τi, τ̃i, τ̃i,j Aperiodic task, periodic task, and

periodic task instance
Ai, ei, di, Di Arrivel time, execution time, relative

deadline,
and absolute deadline of τi

e∗i Random variable of ei

gei(e) Pdf of ei

eε
i Effective execution time of τi

ei,t Residual execution time of τi at t
di,t Lead time of τi at t (= Di − t)
Ãi, R̃i, T̃i Arrival time, release time, and period of τ̃i
ẽi Least upper bound on execution time of τ̃i,j
D̃i,j Absolute deadline of τ̃i,j
ẽ∗i,j Random variable of ẽi,j

gẽi
(e) Pdf of ẽi

UX(τi) Utilization demand for τi ∈ X
UP Utilization of periodic task set P
bi Beginning of level-τi busy period that

includes Ai

B(t) Beginning of level-0 busy period that
includes bi

Q(t, ed(t′)) Set of tasks whose absolute deadlines are
no later than t′ in Q(t)

Q((t, t′), ed(Di)) Set of tasks whose absolute deadlines are
no later than Di in Q(t, t′)

QP ((t, t′), ed(Di)) Set of periodic task instances whose
absolute
deadlines are no later than Di in QP (t, t′)

S((t, t′), ed(Di)) Q((t, t′), ed(Di))∪QP ((t, t′), ed(Di))
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